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A LOOK TOWA RDS T HE FUTURE

MICRODRONES® CONTINUES

MAJOR GROWTH INITIATIVES
LEADING TO INTERNATIONAL PROGRESS & EXPANSION

From upgraded facilities and innovative new systems, to international acquisitions, new territories and rapid
global sales growth, Microdrones is blazing new frontiers in the world of professional UAV solutions.
total strategic vision of
the company. He explains, “As we continue
to increase our global
footprint we are putting
Microdrones in the position to be the top choice
for businesses who want
to start using UAVs for
surveying, mapping,
construction, inspection,
precision agriculture,
mining, and other commercial applications.”
Pictured Above: Microdrones new 2080 sqm.
(22,000 sq. ft.) facility in Siegen, Germany.

Over the past 12 months, Microdrones has
experienced continued growth, development, and ambitious expansion to help reinforce their vision to become the world leader
in integrated unmanned aerial systems.
Vivien Heriard-Dubreuil, President of
Microdrones points to many of their accomplishments in the past year as part of the

MICRODRONES CONTINUED MAJOR GROWTH

EARLY 2018:

PHASE ONE EXPANSION COMPLETE
As part of their rapid global sales growth, in
early 2018, Microdrones completed the first
phase of an ambitious expansion by adding
a new 2080 sqm. (22,000 sq. ft.) facility in
Siegen, Germany, as well as a satellite office in
Toulouse, France. Phase two of their global expansion project is underway, and will include
major expansions to their offices in Vaudreuil,
QC Canada.

In addition to growing their facilities, they
have also been expanding the territories they
service. In March of 2018, OPTRON, a leading
supplier of advanced positioning solutions
across sub-Saharan Africa, announced they
would offer Microdrones unmanned aerial
mapping solutions. Shortly thereafter, Cansel,
a leading Canadian geospatial solutions provider, also signed a distribution agreement.
FALL 2018

NEW MARKET GROWTH
By the fall of 2018 the company dedicated
further resources down under to support Australia, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea as
well as establish a new presence in Warsaw,
Poland, to focus on a large portion of Eastern
Europe including Poland, the Baltic States, the
Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia, and Romania. 2019 will see continued growth into other
new markets and territories while maintaining
a sales presence on every continent.

GEOMATICS & NAVMATICA uistition
The global expansion continued with the
acquisition of geomatics service provider

Navmatica in the Middle East, which provides
services and custom software development,
with a focus on geodetic positioning, airborne
mapping, mobile mapping, and indoor mapping. With an office and team in Dubai, UAE
the acquisition helps Microdrones establish a
foothold in the promising market for commercial drones in the Middle East.

Pictured Above: Schübeler Technologies
headquarters.

LATE 2018

SCHÜBELER TECHNOLOGIES MERGER
The company also recently completed an
exciting merger with Schübeler Technologies,
known for providing advanced fan propulsion
jets and lightweight composite materials fabrication. This gives Microdrones access to a full
lineup of robust turbo fans, jets, compressors,
pumps, electric motors, carbon fiber and aluminum composites to further distinguish their
advanced UAV systems.

SUCCESSFUL BVLOS CORRIDOR MAPPING ASSIGNMENT
A number of exciting innovations also help set Microdrones apart from the competition in the past
year. High above the Autobahn in Halle, Germany they completed a successful BVLOS corridor
mapping assignment. The mission was a key advancement in Beyond Visual Line of Sight, (BVLOS),
making it possible to use drone aircraft for extended lengths of time and distances.

THREE NEW SYSTEMS
In the fall of 2018, Microdrones
expanded the depth of their
integrated solutions product
line with the launch of three
new systems: mdLiDAR3000,
mdMapper1000PPK and mdMapper1000+. The expanded
lineup allows their customers
to match the most acceptable
solution to their needs.
Visit www.microdrones.com for
more information on the right
solution for you.

Pictured Above: Aircam UAV Technology
headquarters.

AIRCAM UAV TECHNOLOGY IS AQUIRED
Microdrones completed 2018 with the acquisition of Aircam UAV Technology (“Aircam”),
a 64 employee Chinese company with its
main location in Foshan and a branch in
Beijing. Aircam has developed a large Chinese
and Southeast Asian customer base with a
focus on surveying & mapping, utilities, and
oil & gas industries. Although Microdrones
professional drones have been available in
Asia (though Aircam) since 2008, they now
have a direct, local presence in the market.

2019 AND BEYOND
Now, at the start of 2019, Microdrones is
poised to have the best in class R&D, manufacturing, sales, service and a marketing
footprint across 6 continents, with more than
220 employees worldwide. As one unified
company, Microdrones is best positioned to
transform customer needs into effective, scalable products and solutions for professionals
in all markets and territories.

W W W.MICRODRONES.COM

how can it get any worse than this?

How Can it get any worse than this?

I

By: Patrick Egan @thedronedealer

t has been my experience with the airspace integration effort that things can always get worse. Just ask the RC Hobbyist, who went under the bus with so little fanfare—actually not even a whimper, but an endorsement from the drone
advocates and visionaries. One hundred eighty days out from
the reauthorization people are going to realize how bad taking
the fall for the Chinese toy company is going to be. Now, they
might even get a few more days reprieve thanks to the government shutdown, as some government agencies are saying that
the thirty-some-odd days will translate into a yearlong slowdown. Maybe we should abolish vacations and family leave?

how can it get any worse than this?

DOWNERS
Oh, this Egan guy is such a bring down;
didn’t he read the proposal for a proposed proposal the FAA put out? I’m
still waiting for the NAS integration that
Congress mandated for September of
2015. Did any of the advocates, experts,
or lobbyists remind Congress of that,
or did it just slip their collective hive
mind? We’ll all be flying over people
and BVLOS by next month. Sure, the
ID and Tracking doesn’t exist outside
of a cellphone app fantasy, and even
the adults at the FAA think the UASIO
folks are a couple of regulatory “deals”
short of a Falzone. We can’t know for
sure what is going on over there; the
gang is tight-lipped about divulging
public information. Try as I may and
try as I might, seven-plus years of
FOIA and apparently the UASIO progress reports aren’t something the FAA
wants to share. Golly, I wonder why.
I don’t know how many times I’ve
heard, “Don’t go after the FAA.” That
is an Emperor’s New Clothes euphemism for, “Go with the program, or
you’re not getting any goodies like
the sycophants do.” That falls on deaf
ears, since I don’t need any goodies
besides the folks at the FAA thinking
about the U.S., its citizens, and the
commercial aviation economy first.
I’m not selling anything besides small
business, jobs, and STE(A)M. Very
little in the way of personal gain for
Egan, and you’d think these people
would have figured that out by now?
This hijinks might be something you
might expect in a body politic in the
former Eastern Block or possibly Venezuela, but not the good old U.S. of A.

how can it get any worse than this?
Hawk post-Airmap, DJI breakup) is shouldering the
remodel task for free. Just one more example of scalAVOIDANT TENDANCIES
ing up the free app services for VC funding. A word
of caution to the Poach and Parrot sites: bringing
up the lover’s quarrel might get you some unwanted attention; as Burroughs aptly put it, “Never interfere in a boy and girl fight.” You are supposed to
act like the kicking to the curb never happened and
that Altitude Angel’s data is better than Airmap’s by
a country mile. I’m not even going to pick on Precision Hawk because they are busy rolling out the
new and improved BVLOS (EVLOS) snow-job. Come
on down and spend between $35K and $50K to
rent our waiver! I’ve got a long list of folks that have
contacted me saying the P-Hawk thing needs some
daylight. I know I got the cold call from the sales
The domestic aviation community (manned and guy. He didn’t know much about the details beyond
unmanned) have some big problems and just ig- what it would cost to get the EVLOS party started.
noring them isn’t working out so well—i.e., three
decades of NextGen and drone NAS integration. I The drone ecosystem Chingachgook (last of the
don’t want to sound alarmist, but why does a Chi- MohEgans) would like nothing more than to
nese toy company have so much sway over our NAS? highlight what is going on with P-Hawk, the Test
And why is everyone tiptoeing around the Chinese Sites, the toy company, the cellphone sell-out,
toy company monopoly? Why do sellout-phone golden parachutes, etc. so that more people could
app companies and their lobbyists parrot the wish- indulge themselves in the preferential treatment
es (excuses for progress) of the FAA? Why do the the FAA lavishes on those with bulging pockets. If
sellout-phone app companies do the heavy lifting we could all get the same treatment, the US might
for the FAA? What is in it for them? Why would have a viable and safe commercial drone ecosystem.
the FAA put all of their education eggs in the companies with competing products also build the The phone at the Americas desk lit up like a ChristKnowB4UFly app basket? Why/how did it take so mas tree; what do you suppose KittyHawk was getlong for the FAA to figure out that the all-out edu- ting out of the deal? Duh, it is a full-on endorsement
cation over enforcement drive went pear-shaped? by “the” Civil Aviation Authority just like yesterday’s
girl, Airmap, got. The endorsement is worth tens of
millions of dollars as the FAA went out and hit the
GOLDEN PARACHUTES
socials and aviation press with the announcement;
they even got a mention here in the piece. All they had
Instead, they didn’t admit the learning campaign de- to do was have their lobbyists tell Congress to get the
feat until after the RC hobbyist was disenfranchised FAA some money because $26 million a year for UA(Sec 336 repeal), and they got funding to refit the SIO funding isn’t enough to effectively sandbag the
B4UFly program. The money apparently isn’t going 27-year process and go on the road and parrot the
toward app development. It would appear the new following without out any regard for data or reality:
DJI darling KittyHawk (and sometimes Precision-

how can it get any worse than this?
What is the payoff? Well, the next
startup hitting the VC fun-ding
circuit will be able to say that they
service 85% of the drone ecosystem, just as the Airmap used to be
able to say in the funding pitch.
Are we really to believe that it was
just a falling out between the personalities at DJI and Airmap? Possibly just a change in the regulatory winds, or moving on to the next
monopoly of geofence 2.1 or the
#LAANC ID and Tracking #UTM
NAS trifecta? I see it as a monopo-

ly rolling down the road paved by
duped VC funds and the carpetbag
show promoters. The keys to the
U.S. NAS kingdom, financed and
facilitated by the Silicon Valley VC
funds and their greed, inspired
minions—a tip of the chapeau as
it was one hell of a shrewd Sun
Tzu maneuver and a bargain for
the PRC. The trite old safety of
the NAS mantra-chanting FAA
got played like a two-dollar Erhu.

how can it get any worse than this?
airspace closed

ing about. That goes for the drone and ancillary
service and cellphone app companies too. If they
had it all figured out, they wouldn’t need to keep
pivoting and have rebooting parties every year?

Where was the champion of the hobbyist? The AMA
has lobbied hard to lock out and lock-up the CBO
definition.
If you want more good stuff like this every day, you
I’ve meant to write the story
can follow me on the Twitter @thedronedealer
“What’sWrongWith theAMA”
for a while now, but I have just been busy with other projects, and last year I gave them warning after
warning (friendly chiding followed by alarm and
complete disbelief emails) about the impending
doom. I’m not the only guy doing so by a long shot.
It looks like the AMA blew their $530K war chest on
a rearguard capitulate with your-pants-down lockup of the CBO definition. You can go ahead and try
some grassroots advocacy for the hobbyist on your
own, but you’ll have to get by the $18 million a year
gilded boat anchor. That gilded boat anchor may be
encrusted with jewels here soon if the backroom
dealio went correctly and the AMA is closer to what
equates to a mandated million members. Times that
by $75 a year and they’re taking a dive motivation
comes into focus.

MEMBERS ONLY

Yeah, but I don’t need no stinking membership
card! Sure you don’t, Johnny, but if you want to fly
for recreation and enjoyment, you’ll either be flying
on a hobby field with Grandpa Munster (or possibly
Hodoor, depending upon your geographical location) or possibly having to get a LAANC authorization to fly elsewhere. If, the FAA hasnt’ suspended
your favorite USS LANNC provider for a a weeek,
well, what’s the big deal, it’s free? Yeah, sure it is,
and let me tell you how the CNN Easter bunny got
his over-people waiver and snappy flight jacket.
How many of the minor RC Hobbyist’s can afford
to pay the $769 gate fee for the FAA UAS symposium? Does anyone besides me think the high price
of admission had/has a dampening effect on educating the unwashed and huddled masses? Nah,
it was just the POS (not Point Of Sale) cellphone
app. The echo chamber gets together to figure
out what is best for an industry they know noth-

Unmanned Aircraft
Systems for News
Coverage

2.
What were the considerations evaluated and
how long did it take from start to deployment?

We had to evaluate virtually every aspect of the craft
and our proposed operations. Certainly, the camera
was important for us, but so was the command and
control link between the operator on the ground and the
craft in the air. As broadcasters, the video transport link
was important to the quality of our LIVE signal. Risk
By Chief Charles L. Werner (Ret.), Chair-National
mitigations were important as well. Every operation
Council on Public Safety UAS, Chief of Public Safepresents some risk, how do you measure the risk and
ty-DroneUp
what can you do about it, and if you can’t mitigate the
n 2018, CNN received the first FAA waiver to fly risk – be confident enough to make the “no go” call.
over people. This interview provides an informative
look at the process, challenges, benefits and lessons We flew our first mission in March of 2015 in Selma,
learned. An excellent model for others that plan to im- Alabama. The anniversary of the “Bloody Sunday” civil
rights march was coming up. In 1965 peaceful demonplement an unmanned aircraft system program.
strators were savagely beaten by police as they crossed
the Edmund Pettus Bridge. President Obama was set
1.
When did CNN begin the process to explore to make a significant speech in Selma and we wanted
to tell the story in a way that hadn’t been told before.
drones for news coverage/media applications?
We told the story of the march by telling the story of the
It’s an interesting story, in early 2014 a former CNN Pro- bridge itself – and using the drone to capture powerful,
ducer, then working at the FAA mentioned UAS to Sam creative images to go along with the reporter’s words.
Feist our Washington DC Bureau Chief. Sam is an avid There was really no better first effort that we could have
RC modeler and immediately recognized the potential. made…even with that success it was another 15 months
My role at the time was director of news-gathering tech- before we announced CNN Aerial Imagery and Reportnology, so I was tapped to develop the concept. We real- ing as a unit.
An Interview with Greg Agvent, Senior Director of
National News Technology, and lead of the newly created
CNN Aerial Imagery & Reporting unit, CNN AIR.

I

ly got our start in late 2014 with a research agreement
between CNN and the Georgia Tech Research Institute
(GTRI). CNN has a long history of technological leadership in news, so it was a natural fit, but we understood
that our knowledge of flight operations, of airspace safety, of robotics and sensors was limited at best. While we
are very good journalists it was that initial work that we
did with GTRI that got us off the ground, pun intended.

3.
What issues arose that CNN needed to resolve
before moving forward?
Safety was and is still the most important issue we face
daily. When we started we did not have a culture of
safety. In fact, it was quite the opposite, Reporters and

An Interview with Greg Agvent, Senior
Director of National News Technology,
and lead of the newly created CNN
Aerial Imagery & Reporting unit,
CNN AIR.

@CNN_AIR

By Chief Charles L. Werner (Ret.),
Chair-National Council on Public
Safety UAS, Chief of Public SafetyDroneUp

Producers are rewarded for making things happen and
while we are always careful with the facts, the culture at
CNN and any news outlet can best be described as “hair
on fire.” So building and maintaining a culture of safe
operations across the breadth of our operations was and
is something that we work every day to ensure.
4.
From the start to the present, how did FAA
rules/regulations impact your decisions from the beginning throughout the process and how did the Part
107 rule help/hinder the process.

times when we grew extremely frustrated with our FAA
partners and I’m certain they were frustrated with us
as well. But we were treading new ground – there was
a reason to call the program “Pathfinder” – we had to
create our own path! It took time to realize and appreciate the work of the FAA. For me personally, there was
an epiphany, all that paperwork we had created was not
just to kill trees, it was a model for our safety culture
and the foundation for all the work yet to come.

6.
Since CNN’s UAS Program Launch (PUN inWhen we started you needed a 333 exemption to fly. tended), what have been some of the most significant
We spent hours with our legal team and thousands of successes and some of the significant challenges yet to
dollars to get in the air – but even with the exemption, be resolved?
operations were very limited. It wasn’t until August of
2016 when the new FAA Part 107 rules went into ef- There are a number of them, but since our primary misfect that we could anticipate drone operations at scale. sion is news…so are our success stories. I like to say that
It was not a coincidence that same month was when we CNN Air really came of age in 2017 as we covered the
announced CNN Air.
devastating back to back to back hurricanes that hit
Part 107 opened the skies and our operations took off…. Texas, Florida and the Caribbean. The work that our
pilots did during those three months remains some of
There are still hurdles for certain. For example, effec- the most memorable images that we’ve created.
tive remote identification has eluded the industry to
date and overreaching local laws that are pre-empted There are less public successes though, like creating our
by the FAA’s authority in the national air space continue Safety Management System which describes our conto have a dampening effect on the overall potential for tinuing commitment to safety and starting our own
UAS.
unique Training program with help from the great team
at Dart Drones….to date we have trained more the 2
dozen CNN staffers to operate their drones safely, re5.
CNN is recognized as the first FAA waiver to sponsibly and professionally.
fly over people. What were the key factors involved in
that successful waiver that others might learn from?
Did you receive any assistance that you would like to
recognize?
The key factor? Patience comes to mind. There were

An Interview with Greg Agvent, Senior
Director of National News Technology,
and lead of the newly created CNN
Aerial Imagery & Reporting unit,
CNN AIR.

@CNN_AIR

By Chief Charles L. Werner (Ret.),
Chair-National Council on Public
Safety UAS, Chief of Public SafetyDroneUp

Everything has improved. Cameras are better, craft are
7.
How has UAS changed the ability for CNN to more capable and reliable and safe, you can do more
capture and report news?
with the data –like hyper-lapse imagery, photogrammetry, volumetric analysis, 3d mapping, add augmented
I believe that the drone can be the most useful new tool reality. We are still only scratching the surface of what
in a journalists toolbox….we can add context, under- we can create with our aerial systems.
standing and scope to news events, we can tell stories
in new and creative ways using the capabilities of the
drone and we can add production value to our content 10.
When operating in and around emergency inall while working on a modest budget.
cidents, what are CNN’s operational procedures with
public safety agencies?
This is usually where someone asks if drones will replace
news helicopters. The answer is not anytime soon…. First, think about it, news media and emergency resimply put there are missions that a drone can do better sponders react to many of the same inputs…it’s in our
and more efficiently than a helicopter – but there are best interest to “stay in our lane,” but since every incijust as many that require the helicopter to be successful. dent is different our procedures are more dynamic than
in the form of a standard checklist. We discuss all aspects of our operations daily when our pilots are in the
8.
What aircraft does CNN use and what pay- field on breaking news.
loads does the UAS include?
11.
Are there things that CNN has done in advance
We have number of different aircraft in our fleet. One of with public safety to ensure deconfliction of the NAS
the lessons we learned early on is that there no “one size and prevent interruption of emergency operations?
fits all” system for us to utilize. Our different missions
demand different capabilities. We fly craft from Vantage The one truth that I try to impart to each of our pilots
Robotics, from Skydio, from Powervision, from Autel and planners is; you simply cannot over communicate.
and of course from DJI. For the most part our payloads To the at end, before Hurricane Michael made landfall
are a range of electro-optical cameras, but we also have along the Florida Gulf coast we worked with the FAA
a couple IR cameras as well.
System Operations Support Center (SOSC), FEMA Region 4 and the State of Florida’s designated “Air Boss”
special to discuss process and procedure, to exchange
9.
How has the UAS aircraft and/or payload contact information and Pilots information.
changed since the first deployments?
Just last week CNN Air flew a tethered UAS from our

An Interview with Greg Agvent, Senior
Director of National News Technology,
and lead of the newly created CNN
Aerial Imagery & Reporting unit,
CNN AIR.

@CNN_AIR

By Chief Charles L. Werner (Ret.),
Chair-National Council on Public
Safety UAS, Chief of Public SafetyDroneUp

Atlanta Headquarters which are adjacent to the stadium hosting the Super Bowl. We worked in advance with
the FAA SOSC, with Atlanta Police, with FBI and others to coordinate all our daily operations. The system
we put in place worked well and reinforced my initial
statement – you cannot over communicate!
12.
Any suggestions for others who are considering to utilize UAS?
Go in with your eyes open. Don’t make “price point”
decisions. Invest in craft and as importantly invest in
training. Commit to Safety. The rewards are in the long
run,
while unmanned systems have been improved, they
have not been perfected, you will have your frustrations
with equipment but just as in manned aviation, a welltrained pilot will make the difference.
13.
Another question, I am sure there were times
where you were not able to fly. In a general sense, when
you were unable to fly, what would you attribute that
to and what can be done to change that in the future?
I think we can more attribute it to lack of knowledge
and understanding by the “authorities”, whether that
be law enforcement, legislators, local government, first
responders, etc. This is obviously a growing space and
we are helping to chart un-navigated waters. So our
approach has always been communicate communicate communicate and explain, in layman’s terms, our

ability (and right) to fly safely and legally under FAA
guidance and authorization. As far as changing that for
the future, the key is education and demonstrating our
commitment to safety, as well as reminding all involved
that the FAA has sole authority to control national airspace.

SHAKEDOWN
XAIR
Flight automation could be the first step to bring UAM into NAS.
But automation is complex business!

X

AIR was selected to participate in the NASA Urban Air
Mobility Grand Challenge, Industry Day in Seattle, WA. in the last
quarter of 2018. It was an amazing opportunity to get a deep
dive into the formalization efforts
taken by NASA and FAA towards
UAM consisting of flying cars and
autonomous drones.
The spring skies of 2019 are cobalt blue, yet empty. After almost
7 years since the discussion of
delivery drones and 5 years since
the efforts in UTM project, we are
yet to see a single commercial
operation at scale. UAM by definition applies to urban, shorthaul, low-altitude aircrafts flying
people and things, preferably
with less noise and highest safety
assurance for non-participants
and property.

Drones, for long have been a misnomer because of the consumer
realm. A drone by an actual definition is more autonomous and
doesn’t need manual piloting. If
you ever looked into a Boeing
747 or an Airbus 380, its very
obvious that over 500 passengers
are flown by just two pilots. Having two pilots for a flying car or a
drone doesn’t justify economics
or even the word drone.
So the first step towards any realizable UAM consisting of flying
cars and drones hauling people
and things, is flight automation
and robust UTM infrastructure.
Here automation means the abil-

ity to script a safe flight without
concerning the underlying aerodynamics. As against the popular
argument, autonomy should be
a later thought. Automation first
and autonomy later.

This is what XAIR shared to NASA
in its proposal- “Automation is
a sequence of decisions preprogrammed from the ground
and assisted by UTM, whereas
Autonomy is by specific sensor
and control systems for dynamic
and independent decisions of an
aircraft by itself. Dynamic decisions are those conditions such
as obstacles, adverse weather,
unknowns, path deviation, loss of
communications and power. The
robustness of autonomy subsystems is of no use without the robustness built into automation.”
XAIR is developing an automation framework called FAST™,
flight automation scripting and
toolbox, which generates working macros for vehicles and UTM
systems spanning through autopilots, radio communications and
software interfaces. When we
test our framework, we will be
ready to share it with the industry for their own use.

What exactly is FAST ™? Is it a
software or a piece of hardware?
Revealing those proprietary
details is too early but, we assure,
it is both software and hardware,
also data.
But if you ask, why is automation

so special & why anyone should
pay attention to it? Aren’t drones
already automated for imaging
and 3D volumetric measurement
applications, by using commercial and open source SW such as
QGroundControl ? To some level
though it may sound like automation, a real UAM level automation
needs more granular control over
the flight than just navigational
instructions. And that doesn’t
come cheap at the price of software.
To estimate what could go wrong
with automation replacing a pilot, one should look into Toyota’s
cruise mode (with only meagre
automation) that caused unintended acceleration resulted in
numerous recalls, lawsuits, fines
and jury awards. And remember
there is no liability ceiling for
aviation caused accidents to 3rd
parties. Though NASA exonerated
Toyota’s hardware and software,
for lack of data supplied, further
investigation found plausible
overlap of potential software
and development process issues. Of the investigated issues
include Fault containment units,
FCUs, redundancy, partitioning
in a dual processor structure,
violations of any MISRA C development rules, reckless usage of
global variable, concurrency and
racing issues in a RTOS environment, watchdog violations and
electrical design causes those
could cause bit-flips.

SHAKEDOWN
XAIR
If this is the complexity scale of a ground vehicle,
imagine what is required on an air vehicle.

It doesn’t necessarily begin with jumping to a DO178 course on software development, but building
an “engineering culture of aviation safety”. To this
day, we only spoke about vehicle originated troubles, not UTM originated trouble. Today majority of
the USS suppliers are software centric or cellphone
apps acting as “table reservations” for airspace in
the words of Patrick Egan. We are yet to see how far
this will go.
One of the underlying tenets of a typical software
design is- “things will go wrong” and there are well
defined processes for design, build, test and shipping cycles. Though it is nearly impossible to ship
a “zero bug” software into a real-world, continuous
efforts in verification and validation minimize the
chances of fatal crashes.
Though there isn’t anything inherently wrong with
software approach, such thinking would only apply
in the realm of enterprise software, not for safe
flights.

Listen to this jokeThe flying-car company built an amazing aircraft.
Test pilots, one hardware engineer and another of
software engineer, were giving an FAA manager of
UAM integration, a ride in the sky. After an amazing
flight over the downtown, the aircraft lost control
and directional stability. In an almost deadly moment of crash, it somehow lodged into thick shrubs.
The engineers and the FAA manager were extremely shaken but unhurt, exclaimed their own thoughts
on the crash.
The manager said “This is it. We need to instate
new regulations and draft new standards for next
10 years and nothing shall fly until we figure out
what is happening.”
The HW engineer replied, “I know what could have
gone wrong. I am going to fix it right now. And we
will be ready to fly.”
“Well”, said the software engineer,” Before we apply
any fix, we should try to fly in similar conditions
and see if we crash again”

WIDE AREA MAPPPING
Drones for Cost-Effective
Wide Area Mapping
By: Nathan Eick

Nathan Eick is a Mechanical Engineer that works
as a Geospatial Specialist for Aerial Services Inc. in
Cedar Falls Iowa. He also founded DualRC, a pioneering equipment supplier of high-endurance electric
aircraft for the mapping industry. He is both a private pilot with instrument rating, and a sUAS remote
pilot.

Intro

O

ver the last few years, competition between
sUAS and manned aircraft has grown significantly. There is no clear-cut definition when one
or the other is best. Ultimately both systems utilize similar technology and generally yield similar
if not the same quality deliverables even though
they have slight differences in collection and processing. For the wide area mapping discussion in
this article, the primary deliverable product will
be RGB 3-band orthomosaic imagery. This article
will attempt to explore some of the advantages
and challenges of cost-effective wide area mapping
using small drones (sUAS). Limitations today come
in many forms, but mostly regulatory and technological today.
Although the Elanus Duo fixed-wing electric plane
offered by DualRC will be the benchmark aircraft
for comparison, there are some other options available in the marketplace that offer similar collection
rates and endurance. Generally, these aircraft are in
a fixed-wing configuration to yield efficient forward
flight in cruise. High-endurance electric aircraft can
yield endurance in excess of 2.5 hours at a cruise
speed of 40mph for a range of at least 100miles
while mapping.
When comparing other aircraft and their coverage
capability, the primary variables are speed and
coverage. Coverage is best expressed as range, not
endurance because it expresses the number of line-

miles that can be flown in a single flight. Consumer
mutltirotor UAS such as the DJI Phantom 4 Pro
RTK are excellent for very high accuracy, low GSD
projects, but they do not have the range to conduct
cost-effective wide area mapping. They will not be
considered for this discussion.

Advantages of Fixed-Wing UAS
Performance
History
Fixed-wing aircraft, known as planes, have been
proven for many years. The designs and airfoil technology are very mature. Forward flight efficiency
is significantly better than rotary aircraft including
multicopters. There is a reason fixed-wing planes
dominate the aviation industry today.
Range

Remember from the numbers above that cruise
speed and endurance are multiplied to provide
range. Range is usually proportional to coverage
area and is important to know when comparing
aircraft. If you are looking to maximize coverage
area, be wary of planes with slow speeds but high
endurance. A fast plane that can maintain a 20m/s
cruise for 1.5 hours has much more range than a
slow plane that can fly 2 hours at 14m/s.
Wind Resistance

In addition, speed is a very important factor when
accounting for winds aloft. A 22 mph (10m/s)
cross-wind will cause 16% reduction in range for
the slow plane but less than 8% reduction for the
fast plane. Planes that get the projects done faster
spend less time fighting wind and daylight restrictions. Crab angle, although usually insignificant,
could cause a reduction in side overlap if it is more
than 30-degrees. Faster planes fly with less crab
angle.
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Turning and Size Considerations
Also be wary of small fast aircraft
that have low endurance. If overloaded, these aircraft may be flying fast to avoid stalling and may
be at risk of accelerated stalling
in turns. Faster speeds result in
wider turns that may require
teardrop turning or significantly
extended flight lines. Bank angle
may be increased to reduce the
diameter of turns between flight
lines, but it may also overload
aircraft that are heavily loaded
and susceptible to accelerated
stalls. UAS are not required to
meet the standards of manned
aircraft.
Automation

Although many users unfamiliar with planes fear that flying a
fixed-wing system will be more
difficult, automation takes care
of many of the traditional barriers that caused crashes. Some
tablet-controlled aircraft do not
allow manual control, but many
systems still include a transmitter with control sticks to manually manipulate the path of the
plane. Usually only 3 channels
must be used: throttle, pitch, and
roll. Most systems today correct
their flight path to fly straight
and level when the sticks are released, reducing pilot workload.
Single-operator operations are
easily achievable due to the low
workload of managing an autonomous system.

Resolution
Planes normally collect imagery
between 1.5cm/pixel and 4cm/
pixel. This is significantly better
resolution than manned aircraft
can achieve due to technological
challenges in reducing motion
blur and transferring data. When
terrain following features are enabled, very uniform resolutions
can be collected even in challenging terrain.

Safety

Modern RC planes have robust
and reliable autopilot systems
that are normally controllable
even during propulsion system
failures. EPO foam is common in
many modern fixed-wing aircraft.
It is inexpensive and can lessen
damage in collisions. Although
landing may be at higher speeds,
many planes now have automatic
landing sequences the potential
for operator error. There are a
variety of methods for landing including deep-stall steep descents,
controlled shallow descents/
flares, and parachute deployment.

Cost

Simple systems with few moving parts require less resources
to create. Modelers have been
making and buying small aircraft
for many years, and the price of
modern full-featured electronics,
autopilots, and energy-dense batteries have decreased significantly. The UAS market has increased

competition recently, and more
efficient planes are available at
lower cost. Reduced costs point
to a future of fleets of UAS instead
of single aircraft operations.

Limitations
Regulatory

Remote control planes are often
lumped into the same regulations
as other unmanned aerial vehicles
including multirotors. Most often,
visual line of sight defines the maximum range of the aircraft. Larger
planes have an advantage as their
bodies can be seen from greater
distances.
Your regulations may vary on the
definition of line-of-sight, but a 2m
wingspan plane can normally be
spotted at 1 mile when the wings
present themselves in turns. A
trained operator with 20/20 vision
can usually find and determine a
direction of flight and orientation
at approximately 2/3 of a mile or
1km. Your conditions may vary on
many factors, especially lighting and
aircraft profile and size.

Technological

Planes must have forward airspeed to generate lift. Stall
speeds often dictate the most
efficient cruise speeds that are
also safe for maneuvering. This
may provide challenges in reliably collecting accurate blur and
distortion-free images that are
needed for photogrammetry.
This forward speed challenge is
affected by 6 primary factors.
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1) Wind. Airspeed is a primary factor in an aircraft’s performance. Slowing down can normally only
be combatted with a headwind. If flight lines are parallel, flight in the opposite direction is often
significantly faster. If necessary, all flight lines can be flown into the wind.
2) GSD. The size of one pixel projected on the ground is the primary variable in determining acceptable blur and distortion values. Inaccuracy caused by blur or distortion beyond a few pixels is
often unacceptable for high quality deliverables. Your GSD may be constrained by the lens/sensor
in your aircraft at maximum altitudes. Your constraints may be different at lower altitudes.
3) Shutter Speed and Pixel Pitch. Shutter speed and pixel pitch go hand-in-hand for most consumer
camera systems. Knowing the exposure triangle is fundamental to good photography, and shutter
speed is one of the most critical that affects every pixel’s blur. Holding lighting, ISO, and aperture
constant, the area of each pixel and exposure time affect how much light energy is transferred to
each diode.
Full-frame sensors generally have physically larger pixels compared to 1” and APS-C sensors. That
means their shutter speeds can be faster without increasing the sensitivity (ISO) and noise of a
photo. Higher resolution sensors cause sensors to have smaller pixels that require more exposure
time or higher sensitivity and noise. When comparing same-size sensors of 42 and 12 megapixels,
the 12 megapixel camera has pixels that are approximately 2.4x the area. Theoretically it shows
that the 12 megapixel camera will produce a brighter photo at 1/2000s exposure than the 42
megapixel camera will at 1/1000s.
Be wary of high-resolution sensors that are small. They may require more exposure time for noisefree high-quality photos. Larger sensors generally weigh more, but A 20mp full-frame sensor will
almost always outperform a 20mp 1” sensor.
4) Rolling Shutter Distortion. This effect is the most difficult to see, but it takes place on most cameras today. Only cameras with global electronic or leaf shutters are exempt from this effect. Even
the majority of DSLR’s or mirrorless cameras with mechanical focal plane shutters are rolling,
however their speeds are significantly faster than digital rolling shutters. Pixels at different parts
of the frame are exposed at different times.

According to Pix4D, it is generally ½ of the flash sync speed shutter speed. Rolling shutter distortion modeling is recommended if the vertical pixel displacement is more than 2 pixels. Vertical pixel displacement is a representation of how far the camera moved between the first pixels exposing
and the last pixels exposing. As the GSD becomes smaller, rolling shutter distortion becomes more
pronounced, often more than 2 pixels. Less common leaf shutters negate this distortion effect.
5) Shutter Reset Time. Some cameras with low sensor read/write speeds require a longer pause
between captures in order to clear the memory buffer. Continuous or rapid cycle times for most
cameras cannot be sustained more than a few seconds. Sometimes the bottleneck is the memory
card. Other times it is the camera itself and large photos. CF and the new UHS-II memory cards often have higher write speeds and perform better. On sunny summer days, fast cycle times can lead
to thermal runaway and may cause damage or automatic shut-down.
6) Shutter Interpolation. With most GPS units logging 20Hz or lower, the distance between GPS log
locations can be rather large. Accurate systems use precision hardware to determine the instant
that a photo was taken. This timing data is used to interpolate between GPS log locations. Camera
hotshoes normally used for flash are a good method for finding the precise capture time. Relying
on a camera trigger with delay is unreliable and should only be used as a backup in most instances.
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Best Practices
1) Do the math. Figure out
the right altitude, flight
line, and photo spacing
that is required to achieve
adequate overlap. Look
at what shutter speed is
required to prevent blur.
2) Calibrate your setup prior
to a large project. Your
lens and sensor should
not physically change, so
make a site with lots of
accurate control points.
Use this “boresight” camera calibration for this
flight to avoid additional
processing time on your
larger projects. With PPK
systems, it should also
give you and idea of what
to expect for accuracy on
your other projects.
3) Fly with a crosswind. Plan
your flight lines perpendicular to the wind with
turns into the wind. It’s
the most efficient flight
pattern. Your groundspeed will be more consistent, and your turns
will be tighter. Don’t waste
energy turning and fighting the wind.
4) Add tie lines at the ends
of your project. They will
increase the robustness
of your model and detect
and correct drifting data.
5) Focus your camera manually. Flights must be
constant altitude.
6) Take the time to find a
good landing site. The

additional endurance of
your plane is made to find
the best landing sites and
use them.

Comparison to
Manned Aircraft

Unmanned systems offer some
advantages and disadvantages to
Manned Aircraft. For the purposes here, we will ignore the regulatory limitations of range from
VLOS, however we will acknowledge an altitude restriction that
appears to be common around
the world.
The most significant differences
between manned aircraft and
UAS are resolution and efficiency.
Manned aircraft without altitude
restrictions can cover large areas,
but their minimum speed limits
them to a larger GSD than UAS
can achieve. UAS excel at these
small GSD jobs that would otherwise be flown with expensive
helicopters.

Efficiency

Manned aircraft fly with large,
heavy, accurate sensors, often
several hundred megapixels.
They can collect single photos
with massive footprints at high
resolution. These systems also
consistently perform well at
30% side overlap, reducing the
additional data unnecessary for
processing. Larger footprints,
fewer seamlines, and more area
covered are some of the primary reasons for manned aircraft.

When weather or cloud shadows
are a limiting factor, manned aircraft finish jobs quickly.
In addition to significantly higher collection rates, orthomosaic imagery is often processed
differently from manned aircraft.
Highly accurate GNSS/IMU systems are excellent at positioning
and rotating the sensors to allow
for a different style of processing
without the intense computational and high overlap demands of
sfm software algorithms. Furthermore, existing external DEMs
are often used for orthomosaic
generation, further reducing
computation time and the need
for a densified point cloud. Speed
and efficiency from manned aircraft come at a cost that is often
justified for large projects. The
question is how large.
The debate turns regulatory
quickly when the idea of low-cost
swarms of UAS become available.
A manned system may soon be
matched in capacity by a group
of 10 or 20 automated parallel
flying UAS at a lower altitude.
With the capability of a swarm to
be in multiple areas at once, the
possibilities of wide area mapping open significantly. Comparing one remote vehicle to one
manned vehicle is rarely a fair
comparison. Comparing a fleet of
unmanned vehicles to a manned
vehicle may be the way of the future, and eventually small aircraft
positioning and sensing technology may equal the expensive
single systems on-board manned
aircraft.
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Resolution
Technological limitations above also apply to
manned planes. Minimum resolution for slow-flying manned planes is typically 1” (2.5cm) GSD.
Lower GSD is usually accomplished slower and
lower with a helicopter. Helicopters are significantly more expensive than planes and are already
beginning to be replaced with UAS. UAS planes
generally capture between 1 and 6cm GSD depending on the sensor and lens combination. Although
slow-flying manned planes can capture 1”, many
missions are 3” and above in the market today. To
capture 1” GSD, most planes must slow to 60kts. A
UAS that cruises at 35kts is not far away from that
speed.

Comparison to Rotary UAS

Multirotor and Helicopter UAS are irreplaceable for
oblique and ultra high resolution mapping at subcm GSD. They can fly slow enough or even hover to
prevent most of the technological limitations above.
As consumer products, they have also become
incredibly easy to operate and fast to deploy. Fixedwing systems rarely match the performance and
ease of a multirotor for jobs under 40 acres.

VTOL

Although versatile, VTOL aircraft often sacrifice
50% efficiency compared to their fixed-wing purpose-built systems. Their performance is often
more similar to an extended endurance multirotor
but without the slow-speed capability. In practice,
many non-vtol aircraft offer more than ample endurance to find suitable landing locations, and they
can do so in significantly higher winds. 2 or 3 multirotor flights with fast battery changes will provide
nearly equal performance as most VTOL systems
on the market today.
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Calculations

Conclusion

A spreadsheet was created in order to compare and
understand the technological limitations of the two
systems. A sample project of 10x10km or approximately 39 square miles has been proposed for both
systems at an equal resolution, in this case 2.5cm
or 1”.
The manned aircraft can complete the job in
approximately 1.0 hours while a single UAS
would take 20 hours. In addition, nearly 48,000
42megapixel frames would be collected with the
UAS while the Leica DMC-III could do the same
project in 1,600.
The airplane must fly at a slow 60kts in order to
prevent the shutter from releasing too quickly on
the Leica DMC III. Any lower GSD, and the aircraft
would have to slow even more.

If you are interested in wide area mapping with
sUAS, consider their speed and coverage. There
are many technical details that must be considered
before you invest in a new system. While there are
advantages to faster planes, there are also certain
limitations to the speed of the sensors they carry. The regulatory limitations may be difficult to
overcome, but fixed-wing sUAS are becoming more
advantageous for high resolution wide area mapping every day.
avv
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Why Remote ID Should
Not Be Required for
Model Airplanes in
America
A counterpoint to the whitepaper supporting
remote ID by Kittyhawk Inc
By: Aaron Shell

T

his document is the personal opinion of Aaron
Shell and does not in any way reflect the views
of his employer, Horizon Hobby. Aaron works on
the manual steam at Horizon Hobby and is a Horizon Hobby team member. Aaron bases his views
contained herein on 30 years of personal experience flying unmanned aircraft including Airplanes,
Sailplanes, Seaplanes, Helicopters, Multicopters
and Airships. Aaron has worked in the commercial
and hobby unmanned aviation industry for nearly
two decades and has a proven track record of safe
operations both in commercial and hobby applications. Aaron holds a Part 107 drone license, an FCC
amateur radio license, and an AMA turbine waiver
for helicopters.
When referencing “the remote ID whitepaper” in
this document it is in reference to the whitepaper
published by Kittyhawk Inc., which can be downloaded from the website kittyhawk.io

In the initial page of the remote ID whitepaper the
overview mentions speaking with industry stakeholders, but it does not mention the challenges
the remote id concept faces in real world applications, and the expectations on American citizens to
accept being tracked and identified in the name of
furthering commercial drone activity. Among these
challenges, it is described by the same authors of
the remote ID whitepaper, but buried in a blog post
on the Kittyhawk Inc. website.

“The more contentious issue is whether true hobbyists, those who build their own model aircraft
fundamentally different than your average quadcopter for fun and/or educational purposes and
have operated safely for decades, need to comply.
While there will probably be a small carveout for
limited hobbyist operations in limited areas (e.g.
AMA fields), the large majority of recreational operators and hobbyists will likely be required to utilize
aircraft with some Remote ID capabilities.”

Factors Not Considered

To complete the missing aspects of this remote ID
whitepaper, the fact is hobby flyers have been operating safely in the national airspace since before
manned flight. Hobby pilots have one of the safest
operating track records in the national airspace,
and the commercial drone industry does not take
into account how the hobbyist will be impacted, to
the point this comprehensive remote ID whitepaper does not acknowledge the associated complications hobby flyers present.The remote ID whitepaper does not take into account the unwillingness
of many people to simply not abide with being
tracked. Unlike commercial drone activities which
should have accountability because of their desire
to utilize the NAS

(National Airspace) for profit, hobby activity is a
private exercise in freedom. Hobby flyers are being
asked to throw out their reasonable expectation
of privacy and their right to pursue happiness as
they see fit because commercial drone operators
want to be able to make blanket statements like
“all unmanned aircraft are tracked and this makes
the airspace safe.” But there are gaps in that simple
assumption, as this document will outline.
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It is unreasonable to expect every
unmanned aircraft to be tracked
and posses remote ID because
there are several million model
aircraft capable of flight owned
by private citizens. It is unreasonable to expect these hobbyists
to purchase new equipment,
pay into a service plan, or upgrade all existing equipment to
comply. Many hobby flyers will
not comply, is the commercial
drone industry ready to push
for a heavy-handed approach to
enforce remote ID? Then on-compliant pilots in this situation will
not be committing new or dangerous acts to attract the official
attention. This is a situation
where average Americans will be
tracked and identified as bad actors when they are pursuing the
same activity in the same manner
they have for decades.
Remote ID requirements will
impact children’s access to model
aircraft and will negatively affect
the future of American aviation
and America’s aviation talent
pool. If you follow the history of
many great aviators, a common
thread is spending childhood
years pursuing a passion for
model airplanes. Model airplanes
are a safe and wholesome activity for children to participate
in, and it should be supported,
not stifled, but the commercial
drone industry. The remote ID
concept also places unreasonable
burdens on hobby companies
to certify model airplanes to
manned aviation standards for
hobby products .Model aircraft

manufacturers are held accountable for their products like any
other consumer company, but
will struggle to survive if they are
required to meet the same kind
of certification standards placed
on manned aircraft. How specific
will the remote ID requirements
be for an airplane purchased
ready to fly? Will hobby companies be able to adapt, will they be
able to sell out inventory already
built, will they be able to survive
to fly another day?

see and avoidance technologies
resulting in the same capabilities. See and avoidance capabilities should never be replaced
with airspace planning based on
remote ID. The common Crow, in
particular, is notorious for being
aggressive with model airplanes.
Regardless ofthe type of operation, commercial unmanned systems should be required to utilize
full 360 degree see and avoidance capabilities to mitigate bird
strikes from behind and above, as
Crows tend to do. See and avoid
requirements are satisfied natuRemote ID Is
rally when flown within sight by
Based On A False
one operator, but circumstances
Assumption
change quickly as more emphasis
The expectation that every
is placed on autonomous flight
unmanned aircraft needs to be
control systems. The expectatracked for safety is a false astion from the commercial drone
sumption; there will never be
industry is that with remote ID
perfect airspace coordination.
implemented the industry can
Remote ID based airspace traffic
move forward with beyond visual
management concepts are missline of sight(BVLOS) capabilities,
ing one key factor that cannot be flights at night, more than one
mitigated; birds. The irony lays
aircraft per operator and operain the utilization of remote ID
tions over people. In terms of safe
based planning without common operations, remote ID offers no
sense, the better planned and
benefit sbeyond being a basic airtighter coordinated an airspace
space-planning tool, and enables
traffic management system is,
increasingly dangerous commerthe more blind it becomes to real cial operations. Yes remote ID
life factors that cannot be tracked should be utilized in many appliand factored, namely avian flyers. cations, but requiring remote ID
Model pilots can tell you, once
on every aircraft airborne only
unmanned operations proliferate places a large emphasis on the
in more urban areas, there will be false assumption remote ID is the
birds attacking drones, and the
solution that equates to safety. In
only way to have a safe NAS with reality remote ID highlights the
unmanned systems is to depend
lack of suitable see and avoidon the proven methods of see
ance capabilities the commercial
and avoidance procedures ,or in
drone industry doesn’t have
their place there must be mature adequate solutions to overcome,
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and doesn’t have the patience to
get right in its push to maximize
profits. Without the real emphasis being placed on see and
avoidance capabilities for all of
the above mentioned activities,
the real threat to the safety of the
NAS is commercial drones operating blind based on remote ID
airspace planning.

Commercial Drone
License FAA Apart
107

Drone operators can fly up to
55-pound drones with a part
107 license from theFAA and
with LAANC approval. A Part 107
license requires passing a multiplechoicetest on regulations,
reading air charts (maps), and
safety basics. There isno operational testing included with the
Part 107 license process. Today
a Part107 operator is limited to
line of sight operations and other
practical use caselimitations, but
some of the motivation behind
the push to apply remote ID
acrossthe board is the desire to
reduce limitations, in the name of
maximizing profits.With remote
ID and other changes coming in
FAA policy, a single operator will
beallowed to manage the operation of numerous drones from
a single controlstation, and not
be required to maintain visual
line of sight of the aircraft. Thesechanges are being expected to
take place along with Remote ID
when theremote ID whitepaper
mentions how remote ID “…will
normalize advanced, high-ROI

operations in the NAS…” Being
able to fly further will require
larger aircraftwith more potential to create damage, and one operator flying multiple aircraftbeyond visual range heavily impairs
the operator and creates completedependence on electronic
flight control systems.
Along with remote ID will come
a sense of entitlement from some
commercialoperators. Operators are already appearing who
present an attitude they knowWhy Remote ID Should Not Be
Required for Model Airplanes
in Americaeverything because
they posses a Part 107 license
from the FAA. A Part 107license
entitles an operator to fly any
unmanned system, regardless of
pilot skillsrequired for a given
aircraft, and does not require
testing to prove one knows how
to fly or know how to follow
safe operating standards. With
Part 107 licenses the assumption is made the aircraft being
utilized will be self-stabilizing,
GPS guided, and require minimal piloting skills, thus the tests
do not require flight-testing.
However there is nothing in the
Part 107 standards to prevent a
completely unskilled operator
from attempting to fly an aircraft
well beyond their skill level, nor
is there anything to prevent an
extremely poorly skilled operator
from attempting commercial operations as they learn how to fly.
Combined with remote ID, these
operators are being enabled to fly
in numerous areas hobby flyers

would not normally attempt to fly
for numerous commercial activities. Getting up above the edge of
a property line with the specific
intention of taking pictures of a
neighboring property, insurance
inspections, roof inspections,
powerline inspections, and
many other urban applications
will put commercial unmanned
systems in areas where remote
ID is nothing more than the title,
and does not mitigate factors
such as proximity flying to get
the desired picture, birds being
scared out of trees and chimneys, wind blowing an aircraft
into trees and numerous other
real world challenges which
simply require adequate see and
avoidance capabilities. Even with
good intentions and no crashes
commercial operators will push
the limits of what is acceptable
to complete jobs, and the end
result of remote ID will not be to
make the average citizen more
comfortable with drones. On
the contrary, remote ID will not
add a sense of comfort when the
average citizen feels as if they
can no longer have a reasonable
expectation of privacy. Citizens
will not feel comforted by remote
ID requirements when the airspace all around them is open to
the highest bidder or accessible
to any entity who claims access is
needed to complete a job.
Some of the aircraft that will be
flown for commercial missions
are large repurposed military
fixed wing drones (airplanes),
which are gasoline powered for
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endurance and range, and have
a heavy wing loading with payload and fuel. One such example
is the Penguin series of aircraft
from the UAV factory, which carry
up to 22 pounds of payload and
can fly for up to 54 hours. As
any experienced model airplane
pilot who has flown large model
airplanes will tell you, these type
of aircraft are by no means safe
to be flown over urban areas,
over people or beyond visual
line of sight, period, it should not
happen. Yet these aircraft could
be up and flying in our communities beyond visual line of sight
with multiple aircraft controlled
by one operator. They will be
flying at altitudes where birds
are a factor, and even turbulence
can cause unmanageable flight
conditions, which are exacerbated by the heavy wing loading. In
these and other conditions, an
under-trained operator lacking
real piloting skills and operating
numerous aircraft at once would
have no way of knowing a risk
is coming, no capability to make
instantaneous control corrections, and no way to make split
second decisions before a crash
to mitigate collateral impact.
Even in a best-case scenario with
a skilled operator these types of
systems have no business flying
over our communities. This type
of aircraft operating blind over
our communities is a true threat
to average American citizen’s
safety and sense of comfort, and
telling the general public they
can feel safe because the aircraft
can be tracked and identified is

irrelevant to safe operations and
dangerously apocryphal.

Use Case Scenarios

The following use case scenarios
are mostly based on real stories,
although some creative license
was taken for imagining how
future operations might work.
There are many more applications than these mentioned. The
following examples are meant to
provide realistic examples of how
people interact with unmanned
aircraft in their lives.

Commercial drone
use case #1:

A power line inspector uses longrange drones to cover miles upon
miles of power lines. He has a
quadcopter for close up inspection when something is questionable, but he is able to provide
his inspection service for far less
than his predecessors because he
doesn’t need to rent a helicopter
and hire a photographer. He can
stay in one central location and
send out multiple aircraft in different directions. The airplanes
launch from a catapult and head
off on their own. The camera
system can automatically detect a
fault in the line and geo reference
the image for closer inspection.
The operator avoids planning
his flight paths over populated
areas, but the flight paths meander across properties and over
homes with little regard. The
operator has no plan of action
if an emergency arises, and will
not be aware of a potential risk

until his control station warns
him of an issue. The airplanes fly
out, complete their mission and
fly back autonomously, requiring
zero pilot skill. A parachute is
deployed for landing in the construction site the utility company
has designated for his operations.

Commercial drone
use case #2

An insurance assessor uses a
drone to complete his analysis
of a house’s roof condition. The
property owner agreed to have
their property assessed when
they purchased their home insurance and signed the documentation, and the assessor cannot see
the back of the property without an aerial view. Armed with
the permission afforded to him
by the insurance company and
airspace approval, the assessor
proceeds to fly the drone around
the house and complete his job,
without ever notifying the property owner. His aerial trespass is
fully legal just as he is entitled to
enter back yards to take pictures
for his assessment by the insurance company. His motto is to get
in, get the job done, and get out
ASAP before someone lets the
dogs loose.

Commercial drone
use case #3

A fire inspector has been learning
to maximize the information she
can get from a burned building
with her drone before the building needs to be torn down. She
has never encountered other
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drones or model aircraft over one
of her inspections but if it ever
did happen she would have to
call the police because the location is a crime scene. She is able
to achieve a great deal more with
her drone than previous inspection methods, doesn’t have to
put anyone at risk in a damaged
Why Remote ID Should Not Be
Required for Model Airplanes
in America structure, and basks
in her accomplishments on the
rare occasions when she can pull
together evidence to help track
down an arsonist. She has been
considering hiring local drone
racing enthusiasts to fly micro
drones in the burned
structures to further expand the
inspection capabilities.

Commercial drone
use case #4

A next generation delivery truck
serves more like a rolling micro
distribution center than a vehicle.
It sits in a central location and
sends out medium range delivery
drones into industrial parks or
neighborhoods. The driver serves
as the operator and does basic
maintenance and inspections
before the aircraft are sent back
out. The operator has no way
of knowing a problem is arising
unless his system alerts him of a
problem, or his count comes up
one drone short at the end of his
route. These drones can only fly
up to five pounds of payload and
can only fly out two miles, but
they significantly speed the driv-

er’s delivery time when operating
in highly dense urban areas. In
these areas there are no parks,
no open fields, certainly nobody
flying model airplanes. If there
are open spaces the drones need
to cover where model airplanes
would likely to be found, flying
the drones over these spaces
would not support a profitable
business model. The only place
this delivery model is profitable
is in dense urban areas, it is not
utilized in more wide spread
locations. The operator is frustrated with neighborhood kids
shooting potato guns and slingshots at his drones; he is at risk
of loosing his job if he looses too
many aircraft.

learn it will get out of sight much
sooner than he realized and
while he knows its further than
he should go it seems so innocuous to fly out a mile or so to get
the zooming vista shot that really
makes his listings pop.

Commercial drone
use case #6

A security officer decides to start
his own private eye company after flying a consumer drone for a
few months. He acquires his Part
107 license and begins letting
his clients know about his new
capabilities. He was first hired
to provide an aerial perspective
to some security training videos,
and was soon asked to expand
what he saw while he was flying,
Commercial drone
like checking the condition of the
use case #5
warehouse roof. One of the wareA real estate agent uses a conhouse workers asked if he would
sumer drone he purchased from
provide some aerial insight into
an electronics chain to take
what kind of trouble his neighpictures and video of his client’s
bor was stirring up. With the
property. He keeps the drone
drone in the air over the client’s
folded up in the back of his car
property and peering over the
and its use is usually an afterfence from 50 feet up to see what
thought. He decided to follow the was visible, the private eye had a
rules and take the test for his Part sinking feeling as he pirouetted
107 but feels kind of silly havthe Why Remote ID Should Not
ing done so because everybody
Be Required for Model Airplanes
in his industry carries a similar
in America
drone and he is the only person
drone and found the camera was
he knows with a Part 107 license. looking down the barrel of a rifle.
He passed the test, but doesn’t
Just as he was thinking he should
see how it really applies to the
descend and reconsider taking
low altitude, short endurance,
the job the rifle went off and the
short range flights he does for his camera went blank. The private
clients. Occasionally he flies way
eye decided not to involve the loout to get a cool shot and came to cal police because he wasn’t sure
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if he had broken the laws or not,
and made up his mind to keep
his day job after the drone was
destroyed.

Commercial Drone
Use Case #7

An experienced model helicopter pilot began flying large
cameras in the mid 2000’s with
his unmanned helicopters, and
has been working with the film
industry steadily ever since.
His business was in turmoil for
several years with the 2007
FAA statement that commercial
unmanned aircraft could not
operate as model aircraft. During
those years the videographer
supplemented with full sized
helicopters or travelled outside
of the US to have more freedom
to fly his unmanned camera
platform for a fee. By the time
the commercial drone embargo
had been lifted in the US, the
television and film industry had
already begun to transition to
consumer multicopters. The
proliferation of low cost camera
platforms (quadcopters) with
reasonably good video performance reduced the price of entry
for operators, reduced the skills
required operate the aircraft and
reduced the demand for highly
skilled video pilots. Being well established, this operator was able
to stay relevant with the newest
large multicopters carrying stabilized cinema cameras, but the
work is much more competitive
and the pay is a fraction of what

it was when the operator began
flying cameras before the 2007
embargo.

Hobby use case #1:

A family man owns a house on
two acres and flies model airplanes off his property. He only
flies above his own property, and
most of the flying is conducted
at or below tree level. The FAA
claims jurisdiction of the airspace down to millimeters above
the ground, but this hobby flyer
isn’t even aware of recent policy changes and continues to fly
around his property in the same
manner he has for the past 20
years. It is unlikely local law enforcement will bother him about
flying a model over his own property, regardless of compliance.

Hobby use case #2:

A teenager rides her bike to the
schoolyard in the summer to fly
her model airplane off the school
track. During the summer the
school is all but abandoned, and
the teenager received permission
from her principal to fly off the
school field as long as nobody is
using the field. She is learning
how to design her own airplanes
from a website called flitetest.
com and builds them from foam
board she buys at the dollar
store. A relative gave her a radio
controller and some electronics to get her started, and she is
able to build flyable aircraft for
less than $10 now (electronics

excluded). There are rarely any
other people at the schoolyard
during the summer when she
flies. When the season starts to
change and sports teams start to
take over the fields she finds time
in between sporting events or
flies at other empty locations, but
the school is her favorite place
to fly because the running track
is a perfect runway. A crow often
chases her airplane Why Remote
ID Should Not Be Required for
Model Airplanes in America and
tries to claw at it if she gets too
close to the awning over the
basketball courts, so she stays
away from that side of the school.
She is hoping to learn as much as
she can about aircraft design and
piloting before she finishes high
school and is looking forward to
a career in aviation.

Hobby use case #3

A retired air force mechanic likes
to build replicas of the aircraft
he worked on while in the service. He lives over an hours drive
from the closest model airplane
club and usually flies near his
neighborhood. A sub division was
planned and the street paved at
the end of his neighborhood, but
no buildings were ever built. He
flies his models off the pavement
and out over the open desert.
A local police officer often rolls
by and says hello on his daily
routine. The retired person is
a regular flyer at this location
and nobody in his neighborhood
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has a second thought about him
when they see him enjoying the
morning at the end of the
street.

Hobby use case #4
A group of engineering friends is
a year out of college and all are
enjoying their ascending careers.
One of them learns about drone
racing and before long the entire
group is committed to learning
the technology and flying skills
to compete with each other. The
friends find other drone racers
in their area on social media and
begin to meet on Saturdays at a
nearby park. At first there was
concern from park rangers, but
after visiting the parks and recreation department in their town
the group was able to arrive at a
suitable location to use regularly
for drone races. The location is
adjacent to an industrial park
that is empty on the weekend,
and on the far side of the parking
area from where most park visitors are enjoying the facility. The
group sets up gates and cones
to outline their racetrack, and
spends their hobby hours trying to better each other’s times
around the track. The flying activity is usually conducted about
1 to 20 feet off the ground and
these drones are almost never
flown more than a few hundred
feet away.

Hobby use case #5

Hobby use case #6

Counter to the vision of a congested and crowded California,
a salesman works an early shift
to be able to head for the hills
to ride the wind. He seeks out
mountain cliffs with concave
shapes funneling the wind upward and he rides those updrafts
with his carbon fiber sailplane.
He finds locations with epic
vistas, sometimes thousands of
feet above the valley floor below
from which to launch his sailplane. Soaring in the updrafts
he has learned how to fly with
the birds, how to follow their
lead to find the best lift, how to
visualize the air currents around
the mountains. Other than an
occasional flying buddy he finds
places to soar where there is no
other human to be seen. Any time
he is back in the valley he yearns
for the freedom and peace of
flying on the slope. Almost every
flight he does is technically illegal
because the altitude of his aircraft is measured from the valley
below, not his launching point,
so he frequently exceeds the
new 400-foot hard altitude limit
when flying in front of a cliff. The
options for where to fly are so
vast and the draw so strong that
the legal limitations are merely
a passing frustration he quickly
forgets as he drives out of town
and up the hill.

A group of hobby flyers got organized 35 years ago and convinced
a local farmer to lease them a
corner of his farm for a model
airfield. The club adheres to the
Academy of Model Aeronautics
community standards to help
maintain safe operating procedures, and the AMA was able to
help them replace their storage
facility after a flood damaged the
building and lawn care equipment. The flying field is a little
far for some of the members to
drive, but it’s the home of numerous flying events throughout
the summer that attract model
flying participants from across
the region. The hobby flyers
were happy to help provide some
aerial perspective for their landlord when the floods damaged
his surrounding field. At the time
commercial drone activity was
still banned but the flyers were
happy to help him for free. In
part thanks to that positive experience, the farmer has hired an
agricultural consultant who uses
a drone to inspect his field on a
regular basis, and the farmer is
always sure to put the consultant
in communication with the flying
club when the farm inspection is
planned.

Hobby Use Case #7

Three friends met online looking to find other people to fly
quadcopters with. Initially they
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participated in organized drone
racing, but found they gravitated
toward unorganized flying days
and drifted away from the group
interested in racing. As their
skills improved the flyers began
flying aggressive aerobatics and
close proximity to objects in
freestyle flight. At first the flyers were thrilled to fly through
trees and in tight valleys, and
found abandoned structures to
explore. In time one of the flyers
began wanting to fly in more
urban areas, and pushed the
limits of what the other two felt
comfortable doing. Seeking tall
buildings and other large vertical
structures to fly near, the pilot
became obsessed with “building
diving” or flying the drone in a
vertical dive along the side of the
building. While the other two
pilots felt it was a reasonable
thrill when it was an abandoned
building or the face of a cliff, they
felt more uncomfortable tagging
along with the first pilot when he
pushed practical safety limits. In
time the two safer flyers stopped
flying with the third pilot altogether because it made them
uncomfortable to fly in areas they
felt it wasn’t safe. The wild flyer
kept pushing limits until he posted a blatantly dangerous video
to a private social media group
of hobby flyers. In the video the
hobby flyer was trying to follow
airliners on final approach. One
of the former friends didn’t hesitate to download the video clip
and turn him in to both the FAA
and the local police. The hob-

by flyers felt betrayed by their
former friend that he had taken
such unreasonable risks for his
own thrill.

Community
guidelines well
established for
model pilots

Hobby pilots are not a threat
when operating under community standards because flights are
conducted in a manner in which
the pilot wants to preserve the
aircraft. In the rare situations
when model aircraft pilots are
unsafe and go astray, their local
police, fellow aviators, hobby
shops, social media and Internet forums keep them in check.
Placing new requirements on
the masses will not prevent the
rogue operators from attempting
nefarious flights. The best way to
mitigate those risks is simply enforce existing laws and airspace
regulations regarding where
unmanned aircraft can operate.

Pushy Commercial
Operators

Remote ID requirements will
only highlight the legitimate operators who are willing to comply, and requiring remote ID will
make rogue flyers go further underground and make them harder to track and identify. There are
already examples of risky flyers
using a Part 107 license to justify building diving in downtown
urban environments for social

media fame, adding remote ID to
the mix will embolden this type
of pilot to push more limits while
claiming it is safe because it can
be tracked.
Model aircraft are cared for on a
personal level, while drones will
be operated as a tool owned by
an employer. It can be equated to
how employees treat a company
car, they don’t want to break it,
but the company car doesn’t get
the same care and attention that
same person would lavish on
their own pleasure ride. Hobby
flyers don’t want to crash their
model, don’t want to fly where
people will get upset, or use the
aircraft as a platform to take
pictures people don’t appreciate.
When hobby flyers do fly with
a camera it is to experience the
pure joy of flight, not to achieve
a vantage point with commercial incentive. Most of the places
models can be found in flight are
locations where no commercial
drone should ever be operating
with impunity anyway. Placing
an ID on the aircraft does not
placate citizens who are leery of
drones either, it will only encourage more commercial drone
operations at more locations and
closer to people, making average
Americans feel less comfortable
with drones.

The Emphasis Should Be Placed
On See and Avoid Capabilities
Remote ID should be one element
required for unmanned commercial aircraft, but it does not
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supplant a full suite of other capabilities, licensing
requirements and safety standards that must be
met for these applications to be accepted by society.
These very real safety factors must be dealt with to
protect our communities. Is the commercial drone
industry ready to face the possibility the general
public will never be okay with many of these types
of unmanned systems flying over their heads?
While the commercial drone industry relishes the
concept of drone flights becoming ubiquitous and
commonly accepted, model flyers have always been
discouraged from flying over people and will always be discouraged from doing so. The desire to
find open spaces to fly models lends directly into
the argument of why model aircraft pose little to
no threat to the NAS; model aircraft will most often
be found operating in open spaces that do not pose
any threat to the public or the NAS. The scourge
of unmanned flight will not be hobby flyers, it will
prove to be commercial operators pushing to get
the job done. It will be commercial operators who
rub the general public the wrong way as they test
every limit to maximize ROI. If the see and avoidance challenges are truly resolved, they will obviate
the need to track every model aircraft with Remote
ID because model aircraft pose much less of a
threat to manned or unmanned aircraft than birds.
This is a proven fact based on the large number
of bird strikes versus model aircraft and manned
aircraft collisions in the long history of the
NAS.
In obviating the known challenges hobby flyers
present in the remote ID whitepaper, it is apparent
there is an expectation compliance will happen at
any cost. Facing the reality of integrating all affected parties and all unpredictable variables that will
always exist (birds) weakens the arguments presented in favor of remote ID considerably, so instead of presenting a balanced opinion the negative
implications were simply ignored. In the absence of
acknowledging hobby flyers the remote ID whitepaper tries to ensure government agencies, media,
and the general public alike will make judgments
about the implementation of remote ID without the

full and complete picture. Hobby flyers are being
treated as though their history of safe use of this
natural resource for over 100 years is irrelevant.
The commercial drone industry is determined to
push aside all potential roadblocks to maximizing
profit, regardless of the impacts to both hobby flyers and everyday American citizens. Remote ID is a
red herring to placate the American public. It does
not create a safe national airspace, it represents a
commercial push to utilize the airspace for profit as
quickly and extensively as possible in their pursuit
of maximum ROI

The Blockchain Ecosystem and disruptive
innovation in the drone market
by: Alex K Strauss

T

he future of transport is upon us, in ever quickening waves. What will an Urban Air Mobility
look like? What kind systems will manage the automated flow of different cargo and personnel on the
ground and in the air? And how will we manage the
immense data flow between objects?

I find it vital that we consistently re-affirm a human
centric approach in our pursuit of the next generation of smart software anything: Does it serve to
create a better version of ourselves?

In our future of total connectivity and all around
AI inferences this has to go hand in hand with
new ways to capture, control and securely encrypt
data to share and monetize it. Certainly if you do
not control your data you cannot sell it. Privacy is
crucial for business and it is the lifeblood of innovation.
DDEP.io is a platform and an ecosystem for building

drone data applications through blockchain and
distributed ledger technology. The platform provides a scalable, extensible, and easy-to-use architecture to store, sell and buy drone data targeted to
specific use cases.

Government agencies and private sector companies
in agriculture, energy, retail, utilities, mining, construction, real estate, news media, and other fields
seek ways to use drones in their operations and in
their data collection and analytics efforts.
DDEP’s primary goal is to remove the barriers that
have slowed drone adoption among industrial applications and further development of data driven
drone systems. It is an incentive-driven marketplace for reusable drone data, services and even
applications.

There is a nascent drone market which could prove
even larger – unmanned underwater vehicles. Water covers over 70% of the Earth, we have explored
less than 5% of seabeds due to a hostile environ-

ment better suited to machines and likely the unmanned underwater vehicle industry will ramp up
in a similar manner to its aerial cousin.

Either way, growing demand for data will increase
the use of drones for commercial purposes. Drones
are becoming direct competitors to manned aviation and satellites. Data accessibility is going to be
one of the key drivers fueling further adoption of
drone technologies in business processes.
With needed supervision systems to develop a
complex air-traffic management system for UAVs
and UTM real time Cloud AI secured over the
blockchain can be the game changer. Piloted by
algorithms, drones will be the eyes of the supply
chain. The upside of drone-based data collection
and analytics is just beginning to be tapped.

DDEP solves this through a new distributed data
base, marketplace and ledger structure for sharing
and using drone generated data to empower drone
systems development with distributed architecture
and DLT computing.
We are looking forward to get to know you and the
services you provide to users. The tools to share
them with a global audience in a peer-to-peer, secure way are here. Here’s to the future.
www.ddep.io

“Thanks so much for
your great service on
Thursday with such
short notice!
Our equipment is safe
and sound in Switzerland, thanks to you.
Priceless :)”
-Paola Santana, Co-Founder,
Matternet, Inc.

Click the following to learn more
about Boomerang Carnets

Understanding Boomerang
Freight® - Goods that are exported
temporarily and then re-imported.
History of the ATA Carnet - A short
background on how the ATA Carnet
system originated.
boomerang carnets'® Blog - The
most current news about ATA
Carnets and boomerang carnets'®
services.

PPK/RPK and why it matters for drones.
by:Nathan Eick

W

ith recent advancements in
photogrammetric technology, we have seen many claims of
mapping without ground control
points. Understanding the technology is fundamental to making
informed decisions about equipment and procedures. Many people claim to be experts in providing accurate drone data with the
best products, but do they really
measure up? Let’s look at some
methods for increasing accuracy
using GNSS signals and corrections – a potential alternative to
dense ground control.

Accuracy and Precision

To begin, you must understand
that precision and accuracy are
not the same. High precision
projects provide low error measurements within themselves.
High precision projects show
that relative measurements from
within the project are spot-on.
This precision is sometimes
known as “relative accuracy.”
Accuracy, or “global accuracy”
typically references how close
your project is to a reference, either a survey datum, local benchmark, or even the previous model
of the same area. Projects with
high accuracy and high precision
are desirable, but let’s explore
the purposes of each.
If we are conducting an accident
scene reconstruction, we want

to measure distances with high
precision. How far off the road
did this land, how high was the
sign from the ground, how far
apart did this debris separate,
how wide were the skid marks,
etc.? All those measurements are
important to be precise, but we
don’t mind if the entire project
is shifted a few feet up, down,
north, or east.
On the other hand, if our project
is to monitor erosion from a river,
global accuracy is very important. Global accuracy is important
whenever we are using the data
for comparison. This type of globally accurate work is often left to
licensed land surveyors as their
measurements must be repeatable and consistent; however,
drones can still supplement this
work.
For the accident scene reconstruction, you may need 2.5cm
precision, but not need any global
accuracy. For the river erosion
project, you may need 5cm global
accuracy. Because the river erosion project makes no statement
about precision, it is inferred that
it should match the global accuracy at 5cm.

PPK Fundamentals

How does all of this relate to RTK
and PPK? RTK and PPK work to
locate the relative positions of
two GNSS receivers known as

a base and a rover. These base
stations help increase the relative
and often global accuracy of your
project wherever it is… so long
that base station is nearby.
First, to simplify things, let’s
ditch RTK (real time kinematics).
RTK is basically PPK (post processed kinematics) done quickly
in real-time. That can save you
some time, but it relies on networks and constant data coverage – something you can’t always
rely on. Good photogrammetry
and survey systems produce logs
for PPK, and normally PPK can
filter out more errors than RTK
anyway.
The PPK process uses satellite
data logged on 2 independent
capable GNSS receivers. One of
those receivers must be static
and used as the reference point.
Static receivers may always be
used as a base. The other, known
as a rover, may be static or kinematic (moving). The electronic
files from each receiver, usually
in RINEX, are then analyzed by a
computer program to determine
the position of the rover from
the base. PPK is often used on
ground rovers used to “ground
truth” aerial data, and it may be
used on aerial rovers used to assign accurate photo positions.

Precision and Baselines
Although PPK uses satellites

(GNSS), it is often easier to conceptualize GNSS corrections
without referencing satellites.
When a rover and base station
are close together, they are precise, usually about 1cm precise
(relative accuracy). As they are
separated, they typically lose that
precision at a rate of 1mm per
km of “baseline”. If your baseline
is 20km, you should expect the
distance between the two GNSS
receivers to normally have an
error of 1cm + 20mm (3cm). This
is still precision, not global accuracy yet.
Without using PPK or base stations, GNSS receivers can normally have 3-meter global accuracy
and often equally poor precision.
That’s not good enough for many
of our projects.

Accuracy

Here’s where things get a little
more complicated. PPK on short
baselines is precise, but not
necessarily globally accurate. To
achieve global accuracy, the base
station GNSS receiver position
must be known to be globally accurate. It might be tough to know
exactly where a base station is,
but there is good news. Networks
of base stations with globally
accurate antenna locations are
available so you don’t have to
survey those locations yourself.
Some of those networks charge
money to access their data, and
some don’t. COORS is a government managed networks of base
stations throughout the United
States that provides access to
their base station data for free.
Some state networks have even
more stations too for free. Other
networks may be subscription
based.

If you are only a few km from a
COORS base station, GREAT! You
can use that as your base station
for your RTK/PPK rover. Your
rover global accuracy should be
cm-level because the COORS base
station location has been surveyed to be globally accurate. But
what happens when your moving
rover is 50km from the nearest
COORS site?

Long Baselines and Temporary Base Stations

PPK doesn’t work as well for
longer baselines with kinematic
rovers (drones). To shorten the
baseline to our kinematic rover,
we establish a temporary base
station on-site. PPK can work
to achieve higher accuracy on
longer baselines over 20km for
static rovers. Sometimes this
is called PPS or PPP, but it is a
similar process. The NGS OPUS
program provides free position
calculation for non-moving static
observations from 15 minutes to
48 hours. The longer the observation time, the more accurate
static observations are at long
baselines.
You use long baselines to COORS
or other base station networks
to find the globally accurate
position of your static rover/temporary base station. That “static
rover” is then used as a base
station for your second rover,
usually a drone or other GNSS
receiver used to survey aerial
targets on the project. While your
global error may stack up, your
kinematic positioning is almost
always more precise due to the
short baseline to your temporary
base.

Equipment and
Frequencies
To do this PPK work, GNSS
receivers must be capable of
logging each satellite’s signal
individually to correct for each
error precisely. RTK receivers
must process each satellite’s data
individually, so normally they
also have the capability of logging it for PPK. Inexpensive GNSS
receivers in smartphones and
consumer drones do not have
individual satellite interpretation
capabilities, so they cannot be
used for RTK or PPK.
The least expensive RTK/PPK
receivers are typically L1-only.
That means they only receive
one frequency of satellite signals.
That is OK when the sky is clear
of obstacles and baselines are
just a few km, but urban environments that reflect satellite signals
and long baselines can cause
issues that lower the precision
of processing, sometimes 10cm
or more. L1-only receivers may
also take a few minutes to resolve
satellite ambiguities. Just because
a receiver is RTK doesn’t mean it
will provide survey-grade results
in your environment.
Survey-grade GNSS receivers use
more frequency ranges in order
to resolve more error at long
baselines. L1/L2 multifrequency
receivers are standard for most
surveying today, and L5 is a more
powerful signal that is on the
newer satellites. These receivers
and antennas are more expensive
but are more reliable and can
resolve ambiguities in seconds.
The P4P-RTK uses L1/L2 and can
provide RINEX and lever-arm
data for post-processing.
RTK/PPK receivers may be good
for static observations, but mov-

ing rovers require more than just
a good receiver to provide accurate photogrammetric products.
Precise shutter logging or frame
interpolation is important for
PPK photogrammetry because
GPS units don’t make observations at the exact instant that
your photo was taken. Instead,
they typically log at rates of
5-20Hz independent from the
camera capture rate. At 20mph,
that can mean that your GNSS
position events are 180cm apart.
Precise logging of the mid-exposure pulse or “MEP” will tell
you where your photo was taken
within that 180cm.
Antenna lever-arm offsets are
also important for some types
of aircraft. While fixed-wing
planes normally place the GNSS
antenna rigidly and directly over
the camera, other systems like
multirotors with camera stabilization have a constantly moving
antenna position relative to the
camera. Wind and speed both
affect the antenna position yielding offsets that are not consistent
from photo-to-photo. IMU data
is required for lever-arm offsets. Single-antenna GNSS data
alone can never yield antenna
lever-arm offsets for gimballed
cameras.

Aerial Targets

Aerial targets are normally used
for 2 primary reasons – to provide accuracy or to check it. One
or the other, never both at the
same time. Traditionally drones
used aerial targets as GCP’s
or “Control Points” in order to
georeference or orient a project
to achieve higher global accuracy. The data would be pulled
to these points to reduce error

there as much as possible. Check
points on the other hand are just
used to analyze the accuracy and
do not increase the accuracy.
With PPK systems on-board aircraft, the position of each photo
can essentially be its own control point with nearly the same
accuracy as targets on the ground
that were surveyed with a GNSS
receiver. Without PPK on-board
the aircraft, your GNSS rover can
survey control points to be used
traditionally to geolocate your
project.

Accuracy

When assessing accuracy of a
project, remember to measure
the accuracy of the project’s
outputs, not just the inputs.
Consider using a third-party program to locate check points and
predict their position from the
outputs without biasing the data
by looking at the correct values
beforehand. Compare those positions from your dataset to the
real position of the check points.
Do this on 20 check points to get
a statistically significant RSME
error value to make a statement
about the error and confidence of
the data. Also know that Pix4d’s
quality report errors are a measure of triangulation error, not
the final model error.
Just because every photo has a
highly accurate position does
not necessarily mean that the
resultant point cloud or elevation
model will. Elevation data can be
especially difficult to extract from
NADIR-only photos using sfm.
Here are a few tips to increase
the vertical accuracy of your data
set:
1. Add one control point to
the project. This improves

the accuracy of the camera calibration, specifically the focal length
2. Fly the project at another altitude, maybe 25%
lower and process them
together
3. Capture some oblique
photos and make sure
they are triangulated well
4. Use a camera calibration
from a lab or a boresight
project instead of self-calibrating the camera on
each project
5. Keep your base station on
a check point during the
flight so that your PPK reference position is tied to
the surveyed aerial targets
If you are in search of sub-cm
accuracy, PPK may not be your
solution. Sub-cm surveying methods often require more specialized equipment such as robotic
total station. Very accurate
control points may increase the
accuracy of your data set beyond
what PPK alone can provide.

Your Needs

Drone data has many applications. Yours may be unique, and
you must decide what equipment
to use. Decide if your location
and baselines require a local base
station and if you need more than
a single-frequency PPK system.
Use aerial targets as check points
to measure your project’s accuracy, and verify that accuracy
beyond your own collection and
software. Not every job requires
PPK, but the increased precision
and accuracy of every photo’s
location will rarely harm your
work.

Flying over the Public: Why You Should Know over Whom and What
By Frank Frisbie, Suzette Matthews, Karen Risa-Robbins, and David Schaffer,
Washington Progress Group LLC
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Introduction

AA is taking the first real step forward toward
integrating UAS operations into the National
Airspace System (NAS).

By Notice published on February 13, 20191, FAA is
proposing to allow small UAS, under stated conditions, to fly over members of the public without a
waiver. In general, the NPRM recognizes the reality
that small UAS (Categories 1 and 2) are, or can be
made, not likely to cause significant harm to people
and property on the ground, and if so can operate
with an acceptable level of safety under blanket
approval based solely on their physical properties.
As the aircraft increases in size and weight in Category 3 however, the potential increases for significant injury and damage to the public, and therefore
FAA is imposing some operational precautions
beyond physical innocuousness of the aircraft.2
Primary concern for people and property under
the route of flight, as reflected in this NPRM, is new
for the FAA. Historically, manned aircraft takeoff
and land on unpopulated airport facilities and fly
mainly in transit mode, under positive control over
regular routings. As a result, death and injury to
passengers and crews has been the main concern,
while injury and damage to persons and property
on the ground have proved statistically insignificant.3 UAVs in contrast have no passengers or
onboard crew to be concerned about. And they
fly random paths, often traversing or hovering over
lots of people and over all manner of ground environments, primarily private property. Therefore,
their primary inherent safety risk is injury and
damage to the general public and property on the
ground.

First, protection of the public on the ground (versus
passengers and crew) will be the most important
factor in FAA UAS certification and operational approval decisions. Second, UAS operators will face
potential third-party liability risks very different in
character from those applicable to manned aircraft
operations, which will have to be accounted for in
financial precautions and flight planning.

Ground Injury and Damage Risk as
the Primary Factor in Regulatory
Approvals

FAA has tentatively concluded that Categories 1
and 2 small UAVs can be made sufficiently harmless, through structure alone to fly under blanket
approval over the general public with an acceptable
level of injury or damage risk. Category 3 aircraft
can fly under blanket approval on the basis of aircraft physical structure combined with operating
restrictions. Some Category 3 operators may be
able and willing to accept those operating limitations, namely avoiding populated areas, or controlling the ground environment over which they
are flying. But the commercial vision for UAS is far
more ambitious: Non-pilot dispatchers each managing batches of pre-programmed, fully automated
vehicles flying beyond the line of sight. For these
missions, conditions stated in the NPRM are far too
limiting or impossible.
Moving beyond Category 3 aircraft to more aggressive missions and larger aircraft, operators who
are not eligible for blanket approval will have to be
prepared to demonstrate to FAA that their operations can be performed with an “acceptable” level
of safety.

Because of their great physical and operational diThis disparity in primary risk concern between
versity, it will be very difficult, if not impossible, for
manned and unmanned aircraft is a distinction
FAA to rely on traditional prescriptive standards to
with considerable difference for UAS operators.
1
84 Fed. Reg. 3856
2
The NPRM therefore proposes that: Category 3 UAS will be prohibited from flying over open air assemblies of people; or if

they do operate over groups of people, those people need to be in an enclosed area and informed that UAS will be overflying; or that the
UAV either not perform sustained flight over them, or that they be under a protective structure.

3
See “Common Risk Criteria Standards [321-07] for National Test Ranges: Supplement,” pp. 5-34/38
(2007).

judge the safety of specific UAS.
Instead, FAA’s small UAS NPRM
introduces the innovative concept of certification/regulation
by proponent-proffered safety
cases. And for the first time,
FAA is considering protection of
the people and property on the
ground--versus passenger/crew
safety—as the primary consideration.

FAA continues to have a proactive
role in this process going forward. It’s time—past time—for
FAA to establish and declare on
what basis and under what conditions generally it will consider
UAS flights over the non-participating public “acceptably
safe.” Experts, among them the
authors, have recommended that
FAA consider as “acceptably safe”
those operations that can be performed at a level of accidents and
mishaps already prevailing in the
subject piece of airspace (Target
Level of Safety (TLS)),4 which it
can be assumed the public already considers reasonably safe.5

To implement this standard, a
proponent for UAS operations
should be prepared to proffer a
two-part safety case. First, the
proponent should demonstrate
reliability/integrity of its vehicle
and operation equivalent to the
prevailing TLS in that area.6 But
second, the safety case should
also contain a plan for protecting the public from any harm
or damage that might occur as
a result of the operation. This
second element of the safety case
would include: 1) a granular
analysis and estimation of the
environment, including population and property, overflown7, (2)
a showing that the operator has
engaged to the extent possible in
comparative route analysis and
flight planning that minimizes
the risk, and (3) that the operator
is financially capable, or has in
place an insurance vehicle adequate to compensate any third
parties who are injured or damaged if the flight goes awry.8

UAS Operators’
Third-Party Liability
to Anyone Injured or
Damaged
Airlines are liable to passengers under the normal rules of
tort liability, which require the
injured parties on US domestic
flights to show that the airline
was negligent or otherwise at
fault in order to recover damages
for death or injury resulting from
a crash or mishap. Under international agreements9, passengers
on international flights and their
representatives can recover limited amounts of damages without
proving negligence or fault of the
operator. For airlines or other
passenger carrying aircraft, the
number and characteristics of
passengers—and thus their primary potential liability for injury
and death—are known or fairly
easily calculable, and insurable.
By contrast, some jurisdictions
may apply the common law rule
of strict liability for persons and
property on the ground who are
injured or damaged by aircraft.10

4
Matthews, et al., “An Achievable Path to UAS Integration in the NAS”, https://www.safeaccess4uas.
com/paper-uas-integration-nas.html ; FAA Sponsored Sense and Avoid Workshop, “Sense and Avoid (SAA) for
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), Second Caucus Workshop Report,” January 18, 2013.
5
FAA Order 1100.161 CHG 1, https://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/Order_1100.161_
CHG_1.pdf
6
Manufacturers may fulfill this role by testing, documenting results, and certifying aircraft types and
models for reliability/integrity, etc. under stated operating parameters, which can be matched to the TLS in the
proposed area of operation.
7
Data for such calculations exists, but tools for extracting such information and associating it with specific aircraft routings are only now under development.
8
FAA completes and enforces that protective construct through its new rule requiring that the UAS registration be prominently displayed on the outside of the vehicle. This measure will allow any aggrieved member
of the public to itself identify the offending aircraft and operator, and seek redress from any insurance coverage
in place, or if necessary in court under legal tort liability principals.
9
See “Airplane Accidents”, https://www.justia.com/injury/motor-vehicle-accidents/airplane-accidents/;
“Liability in Plane Crashes,” https://planecrashlawyersnetwork.com/liability/
10
See Geoffrey Christopher Rapp, Unmanned Aerial Exposure: Civil Liability Concerns Arising From Domestic Law Enforcement Employment of Unmanned Aerial Systems, 85 UND L. R. 623 (2009), https://law.

This means that in those places
the operator of the aircraft--especially a UAV which at this point is
a fairly new and innovative technology for many users--is fully
liable without dollar limitations,
regardless whether or not the operator is negligent or at fault. In
short, in many places there will
be no such thing as a non-compensable UAS “accident”. And
FAA’s new rule requiring UAS to
display registration information
on the outside of the airframe is
going to make it much easier for
persons aggrieved to identify and
pursue the owner of an offending
aircraft. Consequently, UAS operators must be prepared to pay
members of the public for any
and all loss or damage caused by
their vehicle, regardless of how
careful or faultless their operation, even if the accident or mishap is caused by bad weather or
other natural phenomenon. And
UAS operators cannot necessarily
rely on the aircraft manufacturer
to assume liability or make good
on a damage claim when a mishap occurs. The injured party’s
first recourse for a lawsuit is always the aircraft operator. Only
if and when the operator proves
that a defect in the aircraft led to
the mishap can he or she recover
the damage claim loss from the
manufacturer.
Under such circumstances, UAS
operators clearly face significant
financial jeopardy. Only the
most financially capable opera-

tors, or those who can somehow
be sure that they are flying over
completely open territory, should
risk flying without some sort of
third-party liability insurance
coverage. But without specific
information about ground assets
under specific flight paths, operators cannot be sure that the area
below is risk-free, and insurance
underwriting has to cover the
highest potential injury and
damage risks within the aircraft’s
general area of operations and
performance capabilities. Drone
insurance is becoming more
and more available, but without
much historical loss information
or precise information about
ground assets at risk it is difficult
to assess correctly what is the
right coverage for a particular
flight. Under these circumstances, UAS operators are potentially
flying under-insured, or may be
paying for costly over-insurance.

The authors suggest that the best
way to protect the public from
harm, reduce the risk of liability for UAS operators, and “right
size” their insurance coverage
is to get smarter about who and
what is on the ground beneath
specific flight paths. This information will allow operators to
flight plan around the highest
risk routings, and to have in place
insurance coverage sufficient to
compensate anyone injured or
damaged, without incurring unnecessary costs by over-insuring.
It is hoped that insurers will use

this information for more precise
risk analysis that minimizes insurance premiums for lower risk
operations, and offer the more
innovative and accessible coverages such as per flight insurance.

Estimating the third-party liability risk to people and property on
the ground under specific flight
paths is, however, complicated. UAS routes overfly people of
all ages, in all stages and walks
of life, and private property of
variable value. The potential
loss risk over specific routings
can vary widely. Data for such
calculations exists, but tools for
extracting such information and
associating it with specific aircraft routings are only now under
development.
Washington Progress Group LLC
is a consulting firm consisting of
senior aviation, policy, and legal
subject matter experts with specific expertise in UAS technology and
technology policy. In addition
to providing thought leadership
within the UAS community, WPG
is an active participant in NASA’s
UTM planning activities, and has
under development an innovative
proprietary tool improving risk
analysis not only for UAS, but applicable to other aviation sectors,
from general and commercial
aviation to commercial space
operations.

und.edu/_files/docs/ndlr/pdf/issues/85/3/85ndlr623.pdf ; David I. Levine and Carel J. Stolker, Compensation
for Damage to Parties on the Ground as a Result of Aviation Accidents, 22 Air & Space L. 60 (1997), http://repository.uchastings.edu/faculty_scholarship/1330 ; William L. Prosser, Law of Torts (4th Ed.) pp.514-516 (1971);
Lawrence Vold, Strict Liability for Aircraft Crashes and Forced Landings on Ground Victims Outside of Established Landing Areas, 5 Hastings L.J. 1 (1953), https://repository.uchastings/hastings_law_journal/vol5/iss1/1
; cf. William C. Wolff, Liability of Aircraft Owners and Operators for Ground Injury, 24 J. Air. L. & Com. 203
(1957), https://scholar.smu.edu/jalc/vol24/iss2/4/

Utility Reliability Inspections
-Eric Bitzko

W

hen establishing our sUAS
program at Pedernales
Electric we focused at the end
goal, a repeatable and affordable preventative maintenance
program. The direct costs of
performing system wide maintenance on the grid has been a
contributing factor to why utilities have avoided preventative
maintenance programs. With
aging infrastructure and increasing liability risks associated with
wild fires and other calamities, it
may be time to revisit the current
model.
When seeking the applied application of sUAS technologies
to our requirements, we started
with the questions. How could
we obtain productivity improvement over the existing inspection
processes, methods, and procedures? What meaningful steps
needed to be taken? What advancements in technology would
be required to achieve this goal?
There are several pieces to the
total solution which needed to
play and work together.
1. Data collection.

2. Data aggregation and processing.
3. Work flow integration.

Starting with data collection, a
vast majority of distribution line
equipment failures occur near
the top of the poles. Obtaining
a reliable inspection requires a
top down aerial view with close
proximity to the equipment to

be inspected. Manual ground
inspections have proven less
than effective. Costs for manual
ground inspections vary between
$400 and $1000 per mile. Setting up a bucket truck for an
aerial view increases the costs
to $2,000 per mile, a prohibitive
number for routine inspections.

We have optimized our sUAS Inspection process on distribution
lines to an average of $110 per
mile for equipment inspections,
and less than $20 per mile for
vegetation. In recent equipment
inspections we are trending less
than $95 per mile. We utilized a
two man flight team flying under Part 107 rules, consisting
of a Remote Pilot in Command
(RPIC) and a Visual Observer
(VO). Together they fly the prescribed feeders taking an average
of two pictures per structure, one
source side facing view, and one
load facing view. For transmission, an average of six pictures
are taken, depending on the type
of structures.
The next step is data aggregation
and processing. Data collected
from these flights is transferred

from the SIMM cards and automatically aggregated and organized into inspections. Data
aggregation, processing, and data
management is automated by the
Power Line Inspector. The inspections are posted to our hosted cloud repository and accessible to the organizational work
flow. The data once reviewed is
passed along into existing workflows in NISC and executed.

Maintenance crews responsible
for the respective feeder are notified when an inspection is ready
for review. Journeyman lineman,
whom represent the subject
matter experts (SME), review
the data for discrepancies. PDF
reports, Excel spread sheet, and
KML/KMZ reports are exported. The reports are accessible to
our crews and contractors using
industry standard browsing technologies including PDF Browsers,
Google Earth, and Apple Map
Views. All content is accessible
to both internal crews and external contractors using standard
laptop, IPhone, or IPAD devices.
When the SME reviews the data,
they are looking for failing and

damaged equipment, old and outdated framing
specifications, protective devices and coordination,
and vegetation management encroachment. By
ensuring all components along the right of way are
addressed, the inspection process builds reliability
and resiliency into the system.
Let’s start with actual examples obtained by flying
the line and collecting the data. We will be using
three examples, the length of those three feeders
being just shy of 53 miles. The costs for the data
collection totaled $6,409.
1. Alpha 1 was 11 miles long. We inspected
288 poles along that feeder and found 44
different discrepancies that needed addressing. The total cost was $1,584.

2. Bravo 1 feeder was 17 miles long and we
inspected 319 poles along that feeder. Our
SMEs found 49 discrepancies along the feeder. The total cost was $1,745.
3. Charlie 1 feeder was a larger more rural
feeder consisting of 36 miles of line and 560
poles. We found 178 discrepancies along
that feeder. The total costs with that feeder
was $3080.

The next step was to execute the repairs along the
respective feeders. Maintenance crews consist of
3 to 4 linemen made the repairs. Costs associated
with the repair include labor, material, as well as
the overhead associated in running these crews.
The total labor and material costs for repairs totaled $88,459.
1. Alpha 1 - Labor/Material = $36,477.95
2. Bravo 1 - Labor/Material = $28,065.35
3. Charlie 1 - Labor/Material = $23,917.91

Let’s now work on the tangible improvement. The

SAIDI (System Average Interruption Duration Index) numbers were used. The three feeders had a
starting SAIDI number as follows.
1. Alpha 1 feeder was 18.23 minutes
2. Bravo 1 feeder was 15.91 minutes
3. Charlie 1 feeder was at 14.56 minutes

A complete calendar year (2018) of tracking occurred from the time of the repairs and the final
metrics after making the repairs. The following
improvements were realized on the respective
feeders. The average improvement between all
three feeders was a 42% improvement. The largest
improvement was a 53%.
1. Alpha 1 feeder improved by 7.29 minutes
2. Bravo 1 feeder improved by 5.06 minutes
3. Charlie 1 feeder was improved by 7.62 minute

Utilizing the Department of Energy Interruption
Cost Estimator Calculator (DOE ICE Calculator),
we were able to model the SAIDI, SAIFI, and CAIDI
numbers. With a sampling of roughly 10% of our
feeders flown, the decrease in the overall SAIDI
reliability to the entire system was 8 minutes. The
impact of decreasing the SAIDI metrics using the
DOE ICE Calculator equates to a $9.3 million in prevented lost revenue.
The difference between the two years was significant and provides valuable insight into the capabilities of a sUAS program at scale. As the methods,
processes, and procedures develop, and as the technology evolves, the applications will grow along
with the metrics.
The advancements of the technology with computer vision, smart sensors, machine learning and
artificial intelligence, will only streamline the bottle
necks of the work flows. Costs associated with the
collection of the data will be reduced by combining
technology advancements with autonomous VLOS
flights, moving into BVLOS flights. As the bottle
necks disappear, we will be looking to natural productivity improvements.
I hope this has been a useful look inside what
has worked for us and our program using actual
metrics and numbers. The opportunity is bright
for sUAS technologies when combined with the
processes, methods, and procedures applied in a
practical manner.
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